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Earlier this month, the IRS announced a proposal that would eliminate a tax planning strategy relating to 
discounts on transfers of interests in Family Limited Partnerships and other family owned entities. By way 
of background, Family Limited Partnerships (FLPs) are legal entities designed to help pass down wealth to 
future generations by allowing the General Partner (typically a parent) to transfer interest in the FLP to 
one or more Limited Partners (typically children) over time. FLPs can hold a variety of assets ranging from 
concentrated stock positions to privately owned family business to real estate portfolios. Since the Limited 
Partners often have no control over the FLP and cannot readily sell their interests, valuation discounts 
may be applied for gift tax purposes. 
 
The concept of valuation discounts has been around for decades. In fact, in 1990, Congress passed an act 
under Section 2704 of the Internal Revenue Code that was actually meant to address the perceived abuse 
of these discounts among family owned entities. As tax law has evolved, however, the act became less 
effective and a number of discounts still exist that are frequently used by financial advisors, accountants 
and attorneys alike. 
 
For example, assume a couple holds $20 million of assets and would like to use some of their combined 
lifetime gift exemption of $10.9 million to transfer 20% of these assets to each of their two children. If 
done outright or through a trust, the gift would be valued at $4 million per child. If, however, the assets 
were first placed into an FLP and then transferred to their children, a valuation discount of say 30% might 
be applied to the transfers due to the lack of control and marketability associated with the children’s 
ownership interests. This would reduce the value of each child’s gift from $4 million to $2.8 million for tax 
purposes – at least for now. 
 
The U.S. Treasury Department is looking to close this so-called loophole by prohibiting the use of valuation 
discounts going forward, particularly for closely held businesses. There has been chatter around this for 
some time but just recently it was formally announced that the proposed regulations will be put forth in 
a public hearing scheduled for December 1st. Should the law pass, some of the changes could take effect 
as soon as early next year. 
 
What does this mean? As the title states, we could be facing a “last call” of sorts to take advantage of the 
current valuation discount laws. It is worth considering another round of wealth transfer planning before 
year-end if you have used (or have considered using) FLPs as a conduit since any action taken today will 
be grandfathered in under the existing law. Please speak with your Client Advisor about how these 
proposed regulations may impact your estate plan and potential planning strategies to consider over the 
coming months. 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Disclaimer 
 
The information, analysis, and opinions expressed herein are for general and educational purposes only.  
Nothing contained in the newsletter is intended to constitute legal, tax, accounting, securities, or 
investment advice nor an opinion regarding the appropriateness of any investment, nor a solicitation of 
any type. Please remember that past performance may not be indicative of future results. Different types 
of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that the future performance 
of any specific investment, investment strategy, or product (including the investments and/or investment 
strategies recommended or undertaken by Massey, Quick & Co., LLC), or any non-investment related 
content, made reference to directly or indirectly in this letter will be profitable, equal any corresponding 
indicated historical performance level(s), be suitable for your portfolio or individual situation, or prove 
successful. To the extent that a reader has any questions regarding the applicability of any specific issue 
discussed above to their individual situation, they are encouraged to consult with the financial or tax 
advisor of their choosing. If you are a current client of Massey Quick & Co., LLC, please remember to 
contact Massey Quick & Co., LLC, in writing, if there are any changes in your financial situation or 
investment objectives for the purpose of us reviewing and revising our previous recommendations or 
services. Massey Quick & Co., LLC is an SEC registered investment advisor with offices in Morristown, New 
Jersey and New York, New York. A copy our written disclosure brochure discussing our advisory services 
and fees is available upon request. Due to various factors, including changing market conditions and/or 
applicable laws, the content may no longer be reflective of current opinions or positions. The information 
should not be used in any actual transaction without the advice and guidance of a professional tax advisor 
who is familiar with all the relevant facts. Although the information contained here is presented in good 
faith and believed to be correct, it is general in nature and is not intended as tax advice. 
 

 


